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Editor’s
Note

Following COVID status in the world
we have had a successful year in 2022
with the guidance of Prof Sanath
Lanerolle, President of SLCOG 2022.

It is difficult to summarize all the
events in a newsletter as numerous
events took place on a weekly basis.
From Confidential Enquiry into
Maternal Deaths (CEMD) to social
events and ongoing preparations for
the grand Silver Jubilee Congress to be
held in association with the 55th
Annual Scientific Conference of the
SLCOG.

From the editor’s point of view, I was
able to publish two newsletters with
enhanced readability with glamour.
This will be the third quarterly
newsletter for the year 2022. In this
newsletter, I will present all the events
taking place during the three months
period of July, August and September.
I thank Abbott CIC Holdings (Pvt) Ltd
and Q wave Holdings publications for
their commitments as the official
sponsor and the official designing and
printing partner.

CONSULTANT OBSTETRICIAN & 
GYNAECOLOGIST 

Dr Wasantha Galappaththy

Share  your  interest ing  exper iences  w ith
the  SLCOG  fam i ly  through  the  SLCOG
News letter

Contact Details



MESSAGE
PRESIDENT'S

Whilst much of the lobbying we do as a
college alongside the Ministry of Health and
Family Health Bureau has resulted in many
significant improvements in maternity care.
As a result pilot project of Confidential
Enquiry into Maternal Deaths (CEMD) moved
softly closing its targets. However, we
continue to consider what more we can do as
an organization. 

PROF SANATH LANEROLLE
PRESIDENT

SRI LANKA COLLEGE OF OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNAECOLOGISTS

The college needs more support from members to achieve the final target of nationalizing
CEMD.  I want to thank Prof Pradeep De Silva and Dr Mangala Dissanayake for their
tremendous effort to produce seven guidelines this year. It was a very successful story
producing a large number of guidelines. As you know, guidelines are an integral part of clinical
management. 
We have been planning the Silver Jubilee SAFOG Congress In association with the 55th Annual
Scientific Conference of the SLCOG under the theme “Enhancing Women’s health with Regional
and Global Partnership” tirelessly during the last few months. I would like to thank Prof
Rukshan Fernandopulle, Prof Rasika Herath, Dr Mangala Dissanayake, Dr U D P Ratnasiri, Dr
Lakshmen Senanayake, Prof Hemantha Dodampahala, Prof Pradeep De Silva and Dr Sharada
Jayalath, for their tremendous work. You will see the product of their work on 30th September
2022. In these three months, we had the prestigious Dr Siva Sinnathamby oration and the Safe
Motherhood programme in Jaffna. I want to thank Dr Sritharan for coordinating this safe
motherhood programme.  I also would like to convey my deepest sympathies on the demise of
Dr K D S Ranasinghe who was an outstanding fellow of the college. We have published SLJOG
Volume 44 Issue No.1 and No.2. SLCOG council has appreciated the lifetime work done by Dr
Rohana Haththotuwa for the betterment of the college by giving an oration named Dr Rohana
Haththotuwa oration and the Inaugural oration will be held on 30th September 2022. I want to
thank Prof Pradeep De Silva and Prof Hemantha Dodampahala for their effort to make this a
success. 

I'm pretty delighted that I have come to the end of my term as the president in three months.
But I am highly satisfied with the academic and social work done by the council.  The college
has been involved in many social activities to make the membership feel happy and to keep the
work stress out of their mind. My sincere thanks goes to Prof Nishendra Karunarathne for
organizing these events.  I warmly invite all of you to attend the 55th Annual Scientific
Conference, this time held in association with the Silver Jubilee SAFOG congress, to make it a
success. 



SLCOG is dedicated to uplifting the academic activities of the members, and we have
successfully completed the annual academic sessions and Safe motherhood
programmes in Nuwaraeliya and Jaffna. In addition, SLCOG successfully held all the
scheduled guest lectures and orations for the year 2022. 

I would like to thank Prof. Pradeep De Silva and Dr. Mangala Dissanayaka for their
dedication to developing SLCOG guidelines and Prof Nishendra Karunarathna for
organizing many social activities this year. I would like to thank Dr. Sumith Warnasuriya
and SLCOG Cricket team for adding glamour to the college. 

My special thanks goes to the SLCOG president Prof. Sanath Lanerolle for his
dedication to elevating the standard of SLCOG in both academic and social activities
during this year. I hope the next president and council will continue the great work
started by him.

 

MESSAGE
SECRETARY'S

It is my great pleasure to issue a message to the
last newsletter of SLCOG in 2022 under the
presidency of Prof. Sanath Lanerolle. SLCOG
achieved most of its goals this year, one of which
was the establishment of confidential enquiries
into maternal deaths. 

DR CHAMINDA MATHOTA
 

HONOURARY SECRETARY
SRI LANKA COLLEGE OF OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNAECOLOGISTS



This annual oration marks the contribution made by
Deshamanya Dr Siva Chinnathamby to reproductive

health in Sri Lanka. The oration was held at the hotel “The
Valampuri” in Jaffna on the topic “History of

Hysterectomy; Experience of use of an older technique”
by

Prof Pradeep De Silva MBBS, MS (O&G), FRCOG (UK),
FSLCOG

Clinical Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology,
Senior Consultant Obstetrician & Gynaecologist,

Colombo North Teaching University Hospital
 

The session was chaired by Dr (Mrs) Marlene
Abeyewardena, Patron of SLCOG, Prof. Sanath Lanerolle,

President of SLCOG, Dr. Chaminda Mathota, Hony.
Secretary of SLCOG and Prof. Rasika Herath, Chairman-

Scientific acitivities & research of SLCOG

DESHAMANYA DR. SIVA CHINNATHAMBY
MEMORIAL ORATION 2022

SRI LANKA COLLEGE OF OBSTETRICIANS & GYNAECOLOGISTS

Prof Pradeep De Silva
Orator
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will get affected, at least temporarily, if I

decide to start my carrier in a more

academic environment in the city.

My inner motivation of chasing my dream

role as a teacher was the driving force that

pushed me to wear new boots. 

Adaptation was never easy, especially

when changing from a single-man station

to multi consultant unit. The level of

acceptance for different opinions and

getting on with different characters'

personalities should be taken to a new

level if needed to maintain peace.

Research pressure has not bothered me

as a clinician until now. However, being an

academic, I know my future will depend on

this afterward.

Despite all the new excitement, I felt a

vacuum in my heart, and it didn't take long

for me to realize that I was missing my

previous role as a very important

consultant in a peripheral hospital.

Suddenly - from being a 'big fish in a small

pond,' I was 'small fish in a big pond.

Everything seemed to be expanding, and I

was moving with well-known characters

shoulder to shoulder. Although I was no

longer the center of attention, I soon

realized that there was plenty of food in

this new pond, and a small fish like me

could thrive and grow. 

 of my life?" Working as a VOG in an

outstation is challenging and exciting. But

two main things were always in a contest:

Career development and family life. During

my placements in Balangoda and

Welimada, everyone I met was very

friendly, and it was like a family taking

care of each other. We managed difficult

cases with limited resources and every

hectic day was extremely rewarding. We

had good support from nearby centers like

Ratnapura, Badulla, and Nuwaraeliya

when we were in trouble and needed

multidisciplinary care. My main role was

maternal safety in my city, as I was the

sole care provider.

However, learning new things, career

development and teaching could never be

forgotten and rebounded on me. My son

and daughter were still at an age where

they needed my attention and

companionship. My wife had to work all

five days of the week as she sprinted

without my support.

During this turbulence, I had an interview

for a Senior Lecturer post at KDU and got

selected. The decision to bear up

with this new challenge took work. I was in

my comfort zone with work, prestige, and

money.

Whether you like it or not, money will flow

to you in the periphery without any

competition. I knew all of these aspects

uring my time as an

Obstetrician and a

Gynaecologist in the

periphery of Sri Lanka, I

often found myself in

thought. "What was I

supposed to do for the rest

D

YOUNG GYNAECOLOGIST'S DIARY
DR CHINTHAKA BANAGALA
AT CROSS ROADS - PERIPHERY TO THE CENTRE

Now trying hard to fill my vacuum with

food in the new pond - "Responsibilities as

a medical educator and expanding the

scope of work with more facilities and

multidisciplinary team input".

Dr Chinthaka Banagala
Consultant Obstetrician & Gynaecologist
Senior Lecturer in O & G 
Kotelawala Defence University



This annual oration marks the contribution made by Deshamanya Dr. Nalin Rodrigo to

reproductive health in Sri Lanka. 

 

"Towards a scalable and sustainable solution for the rising trend of caesarean

section rates in Sri Lanka" 

by Dr D.M.C.S Jayasundara

MBBS (Kelaniya), MD (Obstetrics and Gynaecology)

MRCOG (United Kingdom)

Senior lecturer in Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Colombo

Honorary Consultant Obstetrician and Gynaecologist 

De Soysa Hospital for Women, Colombo 

 

This will be held on Sunday on the 20th of November 2022

 

DR NALIN RODRIGO 
MEMORIAL ORATION 2022

Dr. Nalin Rodrigo
1981 – 1983

20th November 2022
SUNDAY

DR CHANDANA SIRIMEWAN
JAYASUNDARA 

Orator

MBBS (KELANIYA)

MD (OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY)

MRCOG (UNITED KINGDOM)

SENIOR LECTURER IN OBSTETRICS

AND GYNAECOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF COLOMBO

HONORARY CONSULTANT

OBSTETRICIAN AND GYNAECOLOGIST 

DE SOYSA HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN 

COLOMBO 

 



Dr. Kumara Dharmasiri Silva Ranasinghe (K.D.S) passed away on the 5th of September 2022, and

SLCOG lost one of its loyal and devout Fellows, who was a member since 1982. He was extremely

duty-bound towards the SLCOG and attended every meeting, discussion, or other academic

exercises that he was invited to, and he did so, with commitment and passion. In recognition of

his contribution to the College, and to the profession he practiced, he was awarded the

Fellowship of the SLCOG in 1994. Dr. Ranasinghe had his secondary education at the Sri

Sumangala College Panadura, where in addition to being a brilliant student, he led the school

Team in the Do You Know Contest, to win the national championship. He was one of the earliest

alumni of the Medical Faculty, Peradeniya, and was proud of the fact. His adventures at the well-

known resident hall for university students: the Wijayawardana Hall, were well known and his

role in one of those, earned him the name “Rajathuma” to which his long-standing friends still

lovingly adhere.

Thanks to the constraints and hindrances that existed in the Ministry of Health at that time, it

was after many years of working in different health institutions as a medical officer, that he

could embark on acquiring Membership of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists

U.K, which he obtained in his first attempt. He was one of the last obstetricians to join the

Ministry of Health with U.K. qualifications,

 

 

 
                                

 

       Dr.Lakshmen Senanayake

       Past President SLCOG

 

 

In Loving Memory Of

DR. KUMARA DHARMASIRI SILVA RANASINGHE
 

 which was the standard practice prior to the establishment

of the Post Graduate Institute of Medicine.  Dr. Ranasinghe

was a stickler for rules, a trait shared by many in that

generation. There were plentiful individuals who were at the

receiving end of his wrath: Health administrators who

flouted the rules, juniors who did not comply with his

instructions, Quacks who performed abortions, and even

visitors who left their vehicles in his parking space.

Similarly, he took patient care very seriously, attended to

every patient without discrimination in any way, and never

missed a day at work in spite of his bothersome health

issues. He was a good and long-standing friend to me and to

many others, a good doctor for many more and 

saviour of their lives for others. 

We all will miss him.

 

Compiled By:



SLCOG SPORTS - Compiled by
Dr. Sumith Warnasuriya





26th June 2022
Sunday

3rd April 2022
Sunday

MASTERCLASS
WEBINAR SERIES

EMPOWERING CLINICAL EXCELLENCE

Prof. Nishendra 
Karunarathne

MBBS, MS, MRCOG
Clinical Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology

Consultant Obstetrician and Gynaecologist
 

ON ZOOM
Virtually 06 PM

Prof. Hemantha 
Dodampahala

MBBS, MD, FRCOG, FRCSE, FSLCOG
President Elect - SLCOG

Chairman - National Research Council
Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology

BOARD ROOM
HYBRID ON ZOOM

SLCOG 
07 PM

Paradoxes 
in Prenatal 
Diagnosis and
Evidence Based
Approach

Hysteroscopy: 
An indispensable

tool in treating
intrauterine
pathologies



Chief
Guests

Prof. Nishendra 

Karunarathne 

introduced the 

Chief guest and 

the Guests of Honor.

Amidst the lake breeze and the breathtaking

view Dr. Ranjith Almeida and Dr. Ajita

Wijesundara shared some interesting stories

with the gathering. 

 

Later Dr. Dharshana Abeygunawardana

thanked everyone for their valuable

participation in that remarkable evening and

the event was concluded with nice dance

moves of everyone. 

 

SECOND FELLOWSHIP DINNER 2022
 

The event was opened to the members of the

SLCOG and approximately 70 members

attended.  The reception started with the

arrival of Chief Guest, Patron-SLCOG,

Dr(Mrs) Marlene Abeyewardana and Guests

of Honour; Dr. Ranjith Almeida and Dr. Ajita

Wijesundara. Prof. Sanath Lanerolle, the

President of SLCOG welcomed the gathering

as the ship juts out into the lake. 

 

he second fellowship Dinner of

the Sri Lanka College of

Obstetricians & Gynaecologists

was held at Eight Degrees on

the lake, Cinnamon Lakeside

hotel on 22nd June 2022. 

T

AN EVENING SPENT 
AMONG THE STARS

DR AJITA 
WIJESUNDARA

DR RANJITH 
ALMEIDA

 

SPONSORED BY - ABBOTT CIC HOLDINGS (PVT) LTD

CHAIRMAN - SOCIAL ACTIVITES: PROF. NISHENDRA KARUNARATNE







The third Safe Motherhood Programme for the year 2022 
was successfully held at the Teaching hospital, Jaffna on 
the 1st and 2nd, of July 2022. Capacity building of health 
professionals doctors, institutional nurses and field staff was 
done. The programme was designed and launched under the 
leadership of Prof Sanath Lanerolle, President of SLCOG with the 
tremendous support of Prof Rasika Herath, Chairman-Scientific Activities &
Research and Prof T Kadotgajan. Dr. A Sritharan coordinated the activity on behalf
of the SLCOG.

On the first day evening, a hands-on session was conducted by Prof S H
Dodampahala followed by a fellowship dinner buffet. The following day after the
inaugural session three parallel sessions for field staff, doctors and nurses were
conducted by well-experienced senior members of the college.
The programme was composed of a session on the second day morning to provide
space for discussing challenges and problems faced by the health administrators
of the area. Dr Asela Gunawardena, DGHS and Dr Chithramalee De Silva Director
– Family Health Bureau were among the participants.

At the end of two consecutive days, it was a very productive event pertaining to
maternity care. All the members of the college who participated in the event as
well as who extended support in numerous ways must be appreciated for the
excellent work done.

BY CHAIRMAN - ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES AND RESEARCH
PROF RASIKA HERATH

SAFE MOTHERHOOD PROGRAMME 
JAFFNA

Prof T Kadotgajan Dr A Sritharan





Young
    Achiever

Dr Sharada Jayalath lead efforts that would transform the maternal healthcare in  Walasmulla Base Hospital for
the decades to come. He was posted there as the fifth consultant obstetrician and gynaecologist. Before his
arrival, the services offered were limited to antenatal care only although Walasmulla hospital had been
established as the second hospital in Hambantota district nearly a century ago. It was a type B Base Hospital that
covered a large cross section of the southern population. Inspite of this, there was no proper functioning
gynaecology and obstetrics unit. This was limited to 15 beds and the space was essentially a storage unit.
Astoundingly, there were only 10 to 15 deliveries year round at the time. 
 
Dr Sharada decided to change this status quo. The existing ward was divided into antenatal, post natal and
gynaecology. The labour room was also refurbished to include state of the art automated, electric beds with
individual monitoring  to ensure optimum care for the patients. The partogram and the MEOWS were introduced.
Bed went from 15 to 40 in the unit under his pursuit. And deliveries would also go from 15 a year to 100 deliveries a
month with the relentless work put into improving the unit by Dr Sharada and his team.

HONOUR ROLL 
Featuring Dr Sharada Jayalath

Innovation is taking two things that exist and putting them together in a new way. As
we go through in life, we come across a select group of individuals who exercise

creativity, execute competence and exudate compassion. One such individual was Dr
Sharada Jayalath who used limited resources to transform a place into one that is

committed to deliver optimum healthcare and service to the patients.

The Fairy Tale
of Walasmulla



HONOUR ROLL 
Featuring Dr Sharada Jayalath

The funds were collected for the beds from

the Ministry of Health and private donors.

Equipments were brought into the unit from

basic to sophisticated including saline

stands, BHT stands, infusion pumps to Kiwi

cups to Buckrey Catheter. The staff strength

also was consolidated. From five nurses, five

mid-wives and two minor staffs, Dr Sharada

increased this to 12 nurses, 7 midwives and 4

minor staff with the assistance of the

medical administrator.  

 

A seperate room for doctors was set up and

this room doubled as a venue for educational

and training purposes of the doctors, nurses

and other team members from breech

deliveries to procedures. The staff was

empowered to practise under protocol with

comptence through these programmes.  An

anaesthetist was brought to the hospital, Dr

Sharada personally went to the Medical

Supplies Division to obtain the necessities

and they painstakingly set up the theatre.

The first C-section of the Walasmulla Base

Hospital took place under the watch of Dr

Sharada. During Dr Sharada's tenure, over

300 C-Sections were done and upto date

over 1000 C-sections are being done in the

hospital. 

 

The procedures expanded to complicated

gynaecological procedures like TAH and

Vaginal Hysterectomy transforming the once-

upon-a-time limits of this hospital.

Laparascopy was also introduced and the

first laparascopic surgery was also done by

Dr Sharada. Clinic care expanded to

gynaecology, family planning and subfertility.

Subfertility was not an area overlooked. 

 

Walasmulla Base Hospital's first
Caesarian Section

Modular Labour Room Equipments



HONOUR ROLL 
Featuring Dr Sharada Jayalath

Subfertility care was extended and over 50

couples were able to have successful

conception and pregnancies. Liason was done

with the private sector for IUI, and HSG was

introduced for the first time along with

Laparascopic Dye Test. One couple delivered

her first child after fifteen years of primary

subfertility. Couples even sought service from

Tissa Maharama and Sooriyawewa. A public

donation effort drove the development of the

first theatre in Sri Lanka that was established

solely from donations in Walasmulla Hospital. A

large maternity complex was built with a

seperate gynaecology ward, obsetrics ward,

labour room, PBU with donations. Dr Sharada

elevated the maternal care from humble

beginnings to where the maternal care is today

in Walasmulla.

 

 This would not have been possible without the

assistance of like-minded individuals. Dr

Sharadha salutes the contribution of Dr G.

Wijesooriya - Provincial director of health

services, Dr. Deepika Patabandige - Regional

Director of Health Services, Dr. Ranga

Chandrasena - Medical Superintendent of Base

Hospital Walasmulla, all the consultants, doctors,

sisters, nurses, midwives, paramedical staff,

office staff, minor staff at Base Hospital

Walasmulla and the Provincial and National

Health ministry officials along with the hospital

development committee and the general public.

His journey is a testimonial to what we as

doctors can accomplish when we set our mind

to a vision and our goals to execute it. Indeed,

Dr Sharada Jayalath, will be a name that will be

eternally etched in the "Honour Roll" 

Repurposing unused equipment 
from Nuwara-Eliya to introduce 
laparascopy to Walasmulla Base 
Hospital

Walasmulla Base Hospital's
first Laparascopic surgery



Commendation Letter from
the Provincial Ministry given
to Dr Sharada in honour of
his long standing service to
the improvement of
Walasmulla Base Hospital

Well-deserved media publicity
to the yeoman service that was
                                provided by   

                             Dr Sharada 
                            with focus 
                            on the first 

                                  ever C-Section 
                      done in 

                             Walasmulla 
                                 Base Hospital 

Compiled By:
Prof Sanath Lanerolle



The main aim of the O & G Ladies Forum of SLCOG is to uplift and help women and children in need. Since the

country’s economy is getting worse day by day and many families are unable to fulfill their necessities, the members of

the Obstetricians & Gynaecologists Ladies Forum have decided to donate dry rations to 70 pregnant mothers in the

area.

 

Dry ration bags including essential food items such as Rice, Dhal, pax of eggs, lentils, pack of Noodles, Pack of cream

crackers, a bottle of jam, dry fish, fresh milk, and culinary items were donated with the funds provided by donors from

members of SLCOG and O & G Ladies Forum.

 

Mrs Sonali De Silva, President – of O & G ladies forum with the support of Mrs Kushal Ranathunga founder President of

O&G ladies forum, Mrs Sureni Periapperuma-Vice president, Mrs Kalani Karunaratne- Treasurer, Mrs Thayananthy

Sridharan, Dr Mrs Pushpa Perera Past President, Dr Mrs Antoinette Warnakulasooriya - Past president, Mrs Saumya

Weerasekara - Past President and Dr Mrs Shiromalee Dissanayaka organized the event on 10th July 2022 at SLCOG

House. All the other members were among the participants in witnessing this charity.

 

To demarcate Eid, Vesak, Poson, and Deepavali celebrated during the season, religious clergy from all religions

attended the event, and rituals were done before the distribution of rations.

 

The event was attended by Prof Sanath Lanerolle – President SLCOG, Dr (Mrs) Marlene Abeyegunawardana - Patron

SLCOG, Prof Pradeep De Silva – Past president, Dr Ananda Ranatunga – Past president and Dr Lakshman

Senanayaka- Past President

"It’s easier to take than to give. It’s nobler to give than to take. The thrill

of taking lasts a day. The thrill of giving lasts a lifetime."

SRI LANKA COLLEGE OF 
OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNAECOLOGISTS
LADIES' FORUM
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